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This is an appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court (Rubenfeld, J.) entered in the office

of the Westchester County Clerk on May 13, 1988.  The decision and judgment below dismissed a

petition brought pursuant to Article 78 seeking review of an administrative determination by the New

York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal (hereinafter "State Division") which, upon

administrative review, denied Major Capital Improvement rent increases sought by the Appellant.



COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE QUESTION PRESENTED

Was there a rational basis in the record for the Division's determination, based upon

established policy, denying major capital improvement rent increases for the 1980 installation of

storm windows, where the appellant did not apply for the rent increases until 1985, some time after

a change in Division policy precluding rent increases for the installation of storm windows, where

the appellant failed to demonstrate any reliance on the Division's prior policy, where there was a

change in ownership, and where appellant made no showing of financial hardship?

The Court below answered in the affirmative.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE

The Emergency Tenant Protection Act ("ETPA") (Mck. Unconsol. Law 8621 et seq.) was

enacted by the State Legislature, based upon a legislative finding that excessive and unwarranted

rents and rent increases were being exacted and to prevent further exorbitant and unwarranted rent

increases.  The ETPA provides for regular guideline adjustments in rents upon renewal and vacancy

leases.  In addition the ETPA allows the Division to grant additional rent increases where there has

been "a major capital improvement required for the operation, preservation or maintenance of the

structure".  Since the inception of rent regulation, no further definition of "major capital

improvement" has appeared in the controlling statutes.  The general nature of the term evinces a clear

intention by the legislature that the administering agency, through its actual experience and review

of applications, further determine which expenditures are to fall within the purview of major capital

improvements, allowing for additional rent increases.  The Division has done so through the issuance

of orders and written interpretations of the statutory provisions and regulations.  
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The respondent Division is invested with sole administrative authority to administer the

regulation of rents as provided by the statute.  By Chapter 403 of the Laws of 1983 effective April

1, 1984, the Division was made responsible not only for the administration of ETPA and rent control

for the affected accommodations in Westchester, Nassau, and Rockland Counties, but for the over

one million regulated rent control and rent stabilized units in New York City.  The New York City

programs (rent stabilization and rent control) were transferred to the Division replete with

undetermined Major Capital Improvement applications.  Consonant with its new authority and

legislative mandate to centralize administration of rent regulatory responsibility, the Division began

to issue its own written interpretations of what would qualify in regulated accommodations for

additional major capital improvement rent increases.  See, Operational Bulletin No. 84-4, issued

November 13, 1984.  The installation of secondary windows--including storm windows--in the

premises does not qualify for rent increases over the guideline adjustments under the policy which

has existed since issuance of Operational Bulletin 84-4 in November, 1984.  

The Division has made limited equitable exceptions to this rule in cases where (1) an owner

installed secondary windows prior to the change in policy implemented in November, 1984, (2) the

owner has shown that it acted in reliance on the prior policy giving major capital improvement

("MCI") rent increases for such installations, and (3) that the owner suffered resultant financial

hardship from such reliance.  This exception to the normal administrative rule was formally

published in the Division's "Update" publication, No. 85-3, December, 1985.

In the case at bar, petitioner failed to present evidence justifying the granting of a major

capital improvement rent increase for the installation of storm windows.  The storm windows were

installed by petitioner's predecessors in 1980, over four years before the change in policy.  Petitioner
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itself did not file its application for MCI rent increases for the overwhelming number of units until

June, 1985, seven months after the policy change.  And neither petitioner's predecessors, who

converted the complex to a cooperative, nor the petitioner suffered any financial hardship.

Based on the evidence before him, the Commissioner properly exercised his fact finding

power in concluding that there is no equitable basis for granting rent increases under the limited

exception to the Division's general policy.

The test upon judicial review of a determination rendered by an administrative agency is

whether the determination has a rational basis in the record and is in accord with the applicable law. 

The determination in the instant case fully meets that test, and the petition, being devoid of merit,

should be dismissed with costs.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

This proceeding involves the housing accommodations located 1-5 Sadore Lane, Yonkers,

New York.  Storm windows were installed in the entire complex in 1980.  (Return: A-1) 

Nevertheless, applications for major capital improvement rent increases were not made for the

overwhelming number of apartments until June 28, 1985 (1-4 Sadore Lane) (paragraph 5 of the

verified petition), with a very limited application having been made previously for five Sadore Lane

on October 4, 1984 (Return: A-1).1

The District Rent Administrator granted the requested rent increases in two orders.  In

accordance with the applicable statue and regulations, the tenants filed two petitions for

     1   It should be noted that the District Rent Administrators file on 1-4 Sadore Lane is missing. 
The salient facts such as the date of the application, petitioners submission of proof and the date
of District Rent Administrator's order are not in dispute.  Petitioner's dispute lies with the Deputy
Commissioner who reversed the District Rent Administrator.  Those files are part of the record
submitted to the Court below as well as to this Court.
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administrative review (PAR) with the Deputy Commissioner, on December 30, 1985 and on August

12, 1986.  (Return: B-1, C-1)  The owner answered one of the PARs presenting his position to the

Deputy Commissioner (Return: B-3). The Deputy Commissioner thereafter reversed the District Rent

Administrator ("DRA") in two orders and opinions dated October 28 and October 31, 1986, with the

second issued PAR order making reference to the first PAR order (Return: B-4, C-4).  The orders

stated in pertinent part:

Operational Bulletin 84-4, bars the granting of an increase for
installing storm windows only.  The Commissioner notes that
although the normal administrative rule is to apply the most recent
statute, regulation, code, provision or policy bulletin to pending
applications, such rule would not apply based on equitable consider-
ation, where the person relied on prior decisions and expended a
considerable sum of money on such reliance, only to have policy or
regulation change after the work was completed.  Prior to the issuance
of Operational Bulletin 84-4 in November 1984, the Division's policy
permitted an owner a major capital improvement increase for the
installation of storm windows under both the State Rent and Eviction
Regulations (rent control) and the Tenant Protection Regulations
(ETPA) (Accord.  Commissioner's Order Number ARL 3775-W).

However, the Commissioner finds that this exception to the general
administrative rule is inapplicable in the instant case.  The record
discloses that the work was originally performed by the prior owner
(Sadore Lane Gardens, Inc) in 1980.  Subsequent thereto, the
premises was converted to cooperative ownership.  The Yonkers
Gardens Co. and Garden Towers Co., among other owners, became
the new owners of the unsold shares allocated to the subject apart-
ments occupied by non-purchasing tenants protected by the ETPA
under a non-eviction plan.  The new owners filed the instant applica-
tion of June 28, 1985, eight months after the issuance of Operational
Bulletin 84-4 and five years after the work was completed.  Thus, the
Commissioner finds that in this case, there is no equitable basis for
finding an exception to the Division's current general policy that the
mere installation of storm windows without prime window replace-
ment does not qualify for a major capital improvement increase.  The
current owner cannot be said to have relied on prior Division rulings
in anticipation of getting a major capital improvement increase for
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this work, as the current owner did not do the work.  Accordingly, the
Order issued under Docket Number WY85S 944/1489(OM) is hereby
revoked.  The Commissioner hereby directs the owner to eliminate
the monthly charge of $.73 per window for the storm windows, and
to refund to the tenants any such charges collected from August 12,
1986 to the first of the month following the issuance of this Order and
Opinion.  Each of the tenants' legal regulated rents shall be adjusted
accordingly.

(Return: B-4, C-4)

Subsequently, the owner commenced an Article 78 proceeding challenging the Commis-

sioner's determination, among other things alleging that there had been no change in ownership of

the premises since the installation of the storm windows.

By order dated March 10, 1987, the Supreme Court Westchester County, Rubenfeld, J.,

directed a remit of the proceedings so that "all parties may submit evidence as to the ownership of

the premises in question from the time of the installation of the storm windows until the present and

to any other relevant issue."  (Return: D-1)

The matter was reopened by order of the Deputy Commissioner issued on May 15, 1987

(Return: D-1).  After both the petitioner and the tenant made additional submissions, the Deputy

Commissioner, on September 17, 1987, issued a further Order and Opinion affirming his prior

determination denying the major capital improvement rent increases for the storm windows. 

(Return: D-8)  The Order and Opinion stated in pertinent part that:

While it is undisputed that the above-named principals possessing
proprietary interests in the premises remained unchanged subsequent
to the cooperative conversion, it is readily apparent that the principals
did not rely on prior Division rulings in anticipation of getting a rent
increase for this work.  The principals, among other things, installed
the storm windows, and almost immediately thereafter formed a new
corporate entity to convert the five buildings to cooperative owner-
ship, becoming the owners of the unsold shares allocated to the
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subject apartments occupied by non-purchasing tenants.  It is logical
to assume that any improvements made prior to the conversion were
intended as inducements to prospective purchasers, and directly
inured to the economic benefit of the principals.  The Commissioner
further finds that even though the principals may have remained the
same, there still exists no equitable basis for the above described
exception, because it is unreasonable to assume that the owner would
have installed the storm windows in reliance on prior DHCR policy
to enable the owner to get an MCI increase based thereon, an then
wait five years to apply for that increase.  The facts in this case
further established no resultant financial hardship, an essential
element evidencing an owner's good faith reliance on a prior
administrative policy when completing a capital improvement.  If
anything, it is reasonable to conclude that the circumstances underly-
ing the filing of the principals' applications was born of an after-
thought on the part of the cooperative corporation's Board of
Directors to utilize any vehicle for increasing rental revenues.

Moreover, although the principals were not time-barred from filing
these major capital improvement rent increase applications, the
exception to the rule requiring the Administrative Agency to apply
the most recent rule, regulation or policy and thus permitting an
owner who relied on the prior rule and in reliance thereon spent
substantial sums of money to obtain an increase is based solely on
equitable considerations.  The Commissioner finds it inexplicable that
the owner would have relied on that prior policy and then not file an
application within a reasonable period after the completion of this
installation to obtain an immediate return of their investment through
the rent regulatory system.  Nor did the principals in their supporting
papers and in responses to the tenants' objections demonstrate that
such applications could not have been filed earlier than five years
after the installation of these storm windows due to delays beyond
their control.  Thus, the filing of the instant applications, with
whatever rights accruing therefrom, is barred by the same equitable
considerations which created the exception in the first case.

Finally, the Commissioner finds that despite protestations of the
owner based on the fact that the individual principals connected with
the owner may have remained the same, there has been a change in
ownership.  That change was made for whatever personal, financial
or liability-related reason the prior corporate owner deemed advisable
in connection with the co-operative conversion, but the fact remains
that ownership did change.  The current owner cannot decide that it
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was advantageous to change ownership for one purpose, but on the
other hand, argue that no change took place.  That argument amounts
to little more than a legal "shell game".  Moreover, a mere "technical"
change of ownership has been found in other areas in rent stabiliza-
tion to have a major effect on an owner's rights.  Thus, for example
where an individual owner transfers the property to a single share-
holder corporation, notwithstanding that same individual remains the
sole shareholder, he loses his right to obtain an apartment for his own
use and occupancy (Henrock Realty Corp., v. Tuck, 52 App. Div. 2d
871-S; 383 N.Y.Supp 2d 47 (2d Dept. 1976).

Subsequent to the Commissioner's determination, petitioner 

brought this Article 78 proceeding.  The Court below (Rubenfeld, J.), in a judgment dated May 12,

1988, denied the Article 78 petition in all respects, holding that the Division's 

....conclusion has a rational basis in light of the wholly unexplained
failure of petitioner to apply for a rent increase until five years after
installation of the windows and in light of the change to cooperative
ownership.

This appeal ensued.

ARGUMENT

THE COMMISSIONER'S DENIAL OF MAJOR CAPITAL IM-
PROVEMENT RENT INCREASES FOR THE 1980 INSTALLA-
TION OF STORM WINDOWS WAS RATIONALLY BASED IN
THE RECORD AND IS ENTITLED TO JUDICIAL AFFIRMANCE.

The Emergency Tenant Protection Act ("ETPA") (Mck. Unconsol. Law 8621 et seq.)

provides for regular guideline adjustments in rents upon renewal and vacancy leases.  In addition the

ETPA allows the Division to grant additional rent increases where there has been "a major capital

improvement required for the operation, preservation or maintenance of the structure".  Since the

inception of rent regulation, no further definition of "major capital improvement" has appeared in

the controlling statutes.  The general nature of the term evinces a clear intention by the legislature
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that the administering agency, through its actual experience and review of applications, further

determine which expenditures are to fall within the purview of major capital improvements, allowing

for additional rent increases.  The Division and its predecessors have done so through the issuance

of orders and written interpretations of the statutory provisions and regulations.  

When the Division assumed the responsibility of administering the rent control and rent

stabilization programs in New York City on April 1, 1984, the rent stabilization programs both

inside and outside New York City, in contrast to rent control, allowed for major capital improvement

increases for storm windows as well as new prime windows2.  However, under rent stabilization

landlords would often undercut the intent of the law by first obtaining a rent increase for installing

storm windows and then install wholly new windows in order to obtain a second rent increase.  

In order to end this landlord practice, also to encourage the installation of the far more

effective and energy efficient thermopane windows, and finally to establish a uniform policy for rent

control and rent stabilization, the Division issued Operational Bulletin 84-4 on November 13, 1984

announcing that:

The installation of new prime windows (not just the addition of storm
windows), building-wide, constitutes a major capital improvement

     2  It has been rent control policy since the early 1960's to allow rent increases for the installa-
tion of storm windows and screens only if a tenant has agreed to such installation.  This policy
was published in the New York Law Journal on May 19, 1963, front page.  Prior to June 1, 1963,
agency policy permitted installation of storm windows throughout the building if 75% of the
tenants agreed.  The owner was allowed fifty cents per month for each window installation.  

The storm window policy was upheld in Butkiewicz v. Herman, N.Y.L.J., March 28,
1961, p. 13, col. 2 (Sup. Ct., Bronx Co., Tilzer, J.), in which the Court affirmed the Administra-
tor's denial of a rent increase for the installation of storm windows and screens in the absence of
the tenant's consent.  

Indeed, it has continuously been rent control policy not to include storm window
installations under the rubric of major capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.  
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pursuant to appropriate regulations warranting a rent increase...
(emphasis added)

This policy announcement thus brought uniformity to the four rent systems administered by the

Division with regard to the installation of secondary windows such as storm windows: as per that

policy,  the addition of storm windows does not constitute a major capital improvement and does not

qualify for a major capital rent increase. 

This policy by itself would preclude the granting of an MCI rent increase to the petitioner

since the administrative determination herein was made after promulgation of the policy.  It is an

established tenet of administrative law that the law in effect at the time of an administrative

determination is controlling.

As stated I.L.F.Y. Co. v. Temporary State Housing Rent Commission, 10 N.Y.2d 263, 219

N.Y.S.2d 249 at 254 with respect to a change made to a rent control statute and regulations:

". . . appellant did not have in any particular rule an interest so vested
as to entitle it to keep the rule unchanged."

See also, St. Vincent Hospital v. New York State Division of Housing, 109 A.D.2d 711, 487

N.Y.S.2d 36 (1st Dept., 1985) aff'd, 66 N.Y.2d 959, 498 N.Y.S.2d 799, in which the Appellate

Division, First Department stated:

Where a statute has been amended during the pendency of a proceed-
ing, the application of that amended statute to the pending proceeding
is appropriate and poses no constitutional problem (Bucho Holding
Co. v. Temporary State Housing Rent Comm'n, 11 N.Y.2d 469;
I.L.F.Y. Co. v. City Rent and Rehabilitation and Administration, 11
N.Y.2d 480; Matter of Taleff Realty Corp. v. Joy, 54 A.D.2d 423. .
.

The Court of Appeals affirmed the Appellate Division for the reasons stated in their decision.
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This rule of law has equal applicability to regulations and agency policies.  Indeed the rule

that the law in effect at the time of determination controls rather than the date of the application, has

been applied to a rent administrator's written interpretation of the statute it administers (such as the

bulletin at issue herein), (Ess Pee Bea Realty Corp. v. Gabel, 52 Misc.2d 1003, 277 N.Y.S.2d 294

(Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., 1967, aff'd, __A.D.2d__, 282 N.Y.S.2d 632 (1st Dept.), and to rent control

orders promulgated by the City Council pursuant to delegation by the State Legislature.  (Gauthier

v. Gabel, 44 Misc.2d 887, 255 N.Y.S.2d 200, aff'd, 16 N.Y.2d 720, 202 N.Y.S.2d 105).

Nevertheless, the Division has carved out an equitable exception to its normal policy of

denying major capital improvement rent increase for the installation of storm windows, in cases

where the work was completed prior to publication of the November 13, 1984 Operational Bulletin

and where the party expended considerable sums of money in reliance on the policy with resultant

financial hardship.  This exception was noted in an Inter-Office Memorandum of the Division's

Deputy Counsel dated July 19, 1985, and published in DHCR Update, No. 85-3, December, 1985.

The Division's major concern in providing this escape mechanism was its seemingly

conflicting legislative mandate to make uniform rules of applicability throughout the four rental

systems it was administering and at the same time deal with the backlog of pending cases inherited

from its predecessor agencies in New York City.  Chapter 403 of the Laws of 1983 transferred to the

Division, effective April 1, 1984, all proceedings pending before the New York City Conciliation

and Appeals Board and the Office of Rent Control of the New York City Department of Housing

Preservation and Development.  As part of its legislative purposes Chapter 403 declared in Section

1 as follows:
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Section 1. Legislative findings.  The legislature hereby finds and
declares that the serious public emergency which led to the enactment
of the existing laws regulating residential rents and evictions
continues to exits; that extension of such laws is therefore required in
the public interest, and that such laws would better serve the public
interest if certain changes were made thereto, including the placing of
all of the systems of regulation of rents and evictions under a single
state agency.

On the other hand the Division was afforded the discretion to continue to process all pending

proceedings under the same terms and conditions or to abrogate those rules and decisions if it saw

proper.  See Chapter 403, Sections 19, 20, 28 and 29.

Those proceedings which were most troublesome, in the pronouncement of new uniform

policies, were the backlog cases, i.e., those proceedings which had been pending for a period of time

with the Division's predecessor agencies.  The general rule of law that the policy at the time of

decision controls would clearly create the greatest inequity for those who had long standing

applications pending before the Division's predecessors which might be delayed even longer during

the transition of functions to the State.  The scope of this problem cannot be overstated and was

extremely acute with respect to pending Major Capital Improvement Applications.

The actual statistics were cited by Mr. Justice Harold Tompkins in Tracey Towers et al v.

Division of Housing (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., Index No. 5597/85) (5/30/86) where the Court dismissed

a real estate industry-wide class action mandamus for more prompt processing of Major Capital

Improvement Applications. The Court stated the following:

On April 1, 1984, pursuant to the Omnibus Housing Act, L. 1983 c.
403, Section 16, Section 18, Section 20, DHCR is the successor
agency to the Conciliation and Appeals Board.  It consequently has
succeeded to the CAB's power to approve MCI increases under the
Rent Stabilization Law, Section YY51-6.0(c)6; Stabilization Code
Section 41.  The statute sets no specific date for issuance of increases. 
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As of April 1, 1984, there was a backlog of 1,733 applications
pending for MCI increases.  As of November 30, 1985, orders have
been issued in 1,590 of the 1,733 pre-April 1, 1984 MCI applications
leaving a backlog of 143 pre-April 2, 2984 applications pending.  

DHCR received 2,821 MCI applications from April 1, 1984 through
November 30, 1985 and issued 1,251 determinations leaving a
backlog of 1,570 post-April 1, 1984 MCI applications unresolved. 
DHCR states and the individual petitioners in their reply, fail to
controvert that the MCI applications of the individual petitioners have
been decided, rendering the proceeding moot as to those parties.  

This backlog was a major issue the Division had to remedy--not the self-created problems

such as the long delay of petitioner and its predecessors in filing their applications.  

The applicability of the exception to the normal storm window policy turns on the facts and

equities of the particular case and can only be decided on a case by case basis.  Neither the DHCR

Update, supra, the inter-office memorandum of respondent's Deputy Counsel (now attorney for the

petitioner) dated July 19, 1985 (Exhibit "D" annexed to Article 78 Petition), nor the public

information letter of April 23, 1986 sent by Commissioner Eimicke to the tenants in this matter

(Exhibit "B" annexed to Article 78 Petition), mandate the granting of MCI rent increases where

storm windows were installed prior to the November, 1984 change in policy.  These documents say

"may", not "shall".  They are discretionary by their terms, with each case turning upon the equitable

considerations therein.

A case by case determination is plainly within the authority of the Division.  There is nothing

unusual or untoward about this kind of case by case adjudication.  As the Appellate Division, Second

Department stated in Ubl v. Goldman, 87 A.D.2d 823, 449 N.Y.S.2d 60 at 62, 63:

While it may be preferable that the Division fulfill its discretionary
function by promulgating quasi-legislative regulations, Matter of
Christopher v. Joy, 35 N.Y.2d 213, 218, 360 N.Y.S.2d 612, 318
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N.E.2d 776), there is no rigid requirement to this effect.  "[T]he
choice made between proceeding by general rule or by individual, ad
hoc litigation is one that lies primarily in the informed discretion of
the administrative agency"  (Securities & Exchange Comm'n v.
Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 203, 67 S.Ct. 1575, 1580, 91 L.Ed.
1995; see National Labor Relations Bd. v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416
U.S. 267 290-295, 94 S.Ct. 1757, 1769-17772, 40 L.Ed.2d 134).

Clearly, exceptions where individual applications seek to rely on equitable considerations,

undue hardships or prejudice are best left to a case by case determination.  As stated so well by the

United States Supreme Court in SEC v. Chenery, 332 U.S. 194, 202-203, 91 L.Ed. 1995, 2002

(1946):

...problems may arise in a case which the administrative agency could
not reasonably foresee, problems which must be solved despite the
absence of a relevant general rule.  Or the agency may not have had
sufficient experience with a particular problem to warrant rigidifying
its tentative judgment into a hard and fast rule.  Or the problem may
be so specialized and varying in nature as to be impossible to capture
within a general rule.  In those situations, the agency must retain
power to deal with the problems on a case-to-case basis if the
administrative process is to be effective.  There is thus a very definite
place for the case-by-case evolution of statutory standards.  And the
choice made between proceeding by general rule or by individual, ad
hoc litigation is one that lies primarily in the informed discretion of
the administrative agency.  See Columbia Broadcasting System v.
United States, 316 US 407, 421, 86 L ed 1563, 62 S Ct 1194.

In the case at bar the Division, in determining not to grant MCI rent increases by virtue of

the exception to the normal storm window policy, properly weighed the equitable considerations and

properly concluded that the petitioner had not met its burden.  

The Commissioner's lengthy analysis of the equitable considerations in this case are quoted

above on pages 7-9.  Among other things he concluded that the predecessor of the petitioner gained

an economic benefit from installation of the storm windows, their installation acting as an
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inducement to purchasers of cooperative apartments; that there was no showing of reliance by the

petitioner on the prior DHCR policy and that it was reasonable to conclude that the filing for MCI

increases was an afterthought on the part of the cooperative corporation's Board of Directors to

utilize any vehicle for increasing rentals; and that petitioner did not show that the applications could

not have been filed within a reasonable time after completion of the installation or that the almost

five years delay in filing was due to circumstances beyond petitioner's control.  

Included in the Commissioner's analysis is a careful consideration of the question of

ownership, an issue which the Court in the prior litigation directed the Division to consider.  The

Commissioner correctly found that there was a change in ownership, despite the fact that individuals

connected with the owner may have remained the same, and properly concluded that the "current

owner cannot decide that it was advantageous to change ownership for one purpose" and then argue

that no change took place for another purpose.  That is little more than a "legal shell game."

As the Commissioner properly found that there was no reliance on the prior policy and that

there was no resultant financial hardship from such reliance, he rationally concluded that the

equitable considerations did not weigh in petitioner's favor.  Petitioners have absolutely no legal

entitlement to the grant of their application.

Under well settled principles of law the court's function herein is completely accomplished

upon finding that a rational basis supports the agency's determination.  It cannot substitute its own

judgment for that of the Division where the agency's decision is rationally based in the record.  See,

Mid-State Management Corp. v. New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, 112 A.D.2d 72,

491 N.Y.S.2d 634 (1st Dept. 1985), aff'd, 66 N.Y.2d 1032, 499 N.Y.S.2d 398; Bambeck and Lukey,
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v. State Division of Housing and Community Renewal, 129 A.D.2d 51, 517 N.Y.S.2d 130 (1st Dept.,

1987).  

Petitioner takes issue with the Commissioner's application of the Division's policy, as

enunciated on Operational Bulletin No. 84-4, and the equitable exception described in DHCR

Update, No. 85-3, December, 1985.  Petitioner seems to argue that the Division did not apply the

equitable exception to the case at bar, or alternatively, that its application by the Division was

arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion.

As already discussed at length in this brief, the Commissioner in fact did apply the exception

to the normal rule but correctly found petitioner's application wanting.  What this meritless objection

seems to amount to is a complaint that the facts were determined to be other than what petitioner

would like them to be.  

Petitioner's citation of other agency orders to highlight the alleged arbitrariness of the

Commissioner's order under review herein are clearly of no moment.  The Commissioner's

determination in Matter of the Administrative Appeal of Ronald Devenuti (DHCR Docket No. ARL

03775-W, issued April 17, 1986) is clearly distinguishable from the case at bar.  As the court below

properly stated:

Petitioner's reliance on Matter of the Administrative Appeal of
Ronald Devenuti (DHCR Docket No. ARL 03775-W, dated April 17,
1986) is misplaced since in that case a rent increase for the installa-
tion of storm windows was allowed where the policy change had
occurred only "months after the contract for said work was executed,
after the work was completed and after the application was duly filed
with the Division".

The DHCR orders issued in October, 1983 and March, 1984 under Docket Nos. YLI 83-

892/895 and WPLI 83-499/501 are inapplicable to the case at bar, as they were issued prior to the
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change in Division policy regarding storm windows enunciated in the November, 1984 operational

bulletin.

As for the District Rent Office order issued under Docket No. WY 86S-158/255-OM, that

order is not a final determination.  The tenants in the matter filed a Petition for Administrative

Review ("PAR") with the Division, challenging, among other things, the grant of the MCI rent

increase for the storm window installation.  Moreover, District Rent Office orders do not serve as

a precedent for the Commissioner.  Indeed, it is his function to review those determinations when

a party deems itself sufficiently aggrieved to seek further administrative review, as was done in the

referenced proceeding.  See, McK. Unconsol. Law Section 8632(c) and 9 N.Y.C.R.R. Part 2510.

Petitioner argues, seemingly inconsistently, on the one hand that the Division arbitrarily

failed to adhere to its precedent and, on the other hand that Operational Bulletin No. 84-4 is not

binding.  In support of the latter proposition, petitioner inappositely cites three cases:  Two

Associates v. Brown, 127 A.D.2d 173, 513 N.Y.S.2d 966 (1st Dept. 1987); Hernandez v. Blum, 61

N.Y.2d 506, 474 N.Y.S.2d 711 (1984); and Jaffe v. McGoldrick, 285 A.D. 889, 137 N.Y.S.2d 519

(2nd Dept. 1955).  In all three of those cases the courts concluded that administrative agencies had

issued policy pronouncements or policy determinations which conflicted with statutory or regulatory

mandates.  In the case at bar there is no such conflict with statute or regulation.  The ETPA and

regulations thereunder do not define what constitutes a major capital improvement.  That is for the

administering agency to determine, as it did so in part in Operational Bulletin 84-4.  See discussion

above, p. 10.  Indeed, in the case at bar the court below found that:

Petitioner's reliance on Two Assocs. v. Brown (127 AD2d 173) is
equally misplaced.  There is no showing here that Operational
Bulletin 84-4 conflicted with any statute or regulation or was anything
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more than a permissible interpretation or clarification of a regulation
by an administrative agency (Id, at p. 183).

There is nothing in the Two Associates opinion which would hold that an agency cannot

issue policy determinations, such as in DHCR Operational Bulletins, which conform with statutory

and regulatory requirements.  

In Matter of Hernandez v. Blum, supra, the Court of Appeals found an "Action Transmittal"

invalid, not because such a bulletin was in impermissible means of enunciating agency interpreta-

tions or clarifications, but because the bulletin established new eligibility requirements which

materially differed from those set forth in the applicable statute and regulations.  That is not so in

the case at bar.  

Nor are the rulings in Matter of Charles A. Field Delivery Service, Inc., 66 N.Y.2d 516, 498

N.Y.S.2d 111 (1985), Secretary of Agriculture v. United States, 347 U.S. 645 (1954), United States

v. Chicago M.P. & P.R. Co., 294 U.S. 499, or Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. Wichita

Board of Trade, 412 U.S. 800 (1973), apposite to the instant case.  They all involved situations in

which the agency had previously held to a certain policy in its case by case determinations and then

departed from that policy in a subsequent determination with giving a sufficient rationale.  In the

case at bar, the Division adhered to its published policy enunciated in Operational Bulletin No. 84-4

as well the published exception to that policy, and fully explained its reasoning in denying the MCI

rent increase.  There was no unexplained departure from agency policy, as there was in the cases

cited by petitioner.

As for petitioner's claim that there was no change in ownership, petitioner admits that the

ownership entities changed, but argues that because the individual principles remained the same,
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there was no change.  As the Commissioner said, this is nothing but a legal "shell game", with the

principals attempting to arbitrarily pierce their own corporate veil when it financially suits them.  

Moreover, were there no change in ownership, petitioner would then have even less of an

excuse for waiting almost five years to make its application for MCI increases.  Clearly the principals

had their reasons for the amalgamation of their respective partnerships and their incorporation into

a completely different legal entity.  They have to accept the attendant detriments as well as the

benefits. 

Concerning petitioner's claim of reliance on the former policy, it offered no evidence to

support such allegation during the administrative proceeding, nor does it set forth any in its Article

78 petition.  The several year delay in filing the application for MCI rent increases has gone

unexplained in the administrative proceedings, the prior litigation, and the current litigation. 

Nevertheless, petitioner asserts that the Commissioner's conclusion that "it was unreasonable to

assume that the owner would have installed the storm windows in reliance on prior DHCR policy

to enable the owner to get an MCI increase based thereon, and then wait five years to apply for that

increase", is highly speculative, irrelevant and not based on law.  This is a pallid attempt at a

smokescreen.  The Commissioner's conclusion is a valid and reasonable inference based upon the

evidence before him.  As he stated in amplification of this conclusion, it is: 

inexplicable that the owner would have relied on that prior policy and
then not file an application within a reasonable period after the
completion of this installation to obtain an immediate return on their
investment.

And further, that:

If anything, it is reasonable to conclude that the circumstances
underlying the filing of the principals' applications was born of an
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afterthought on the part of the cooperative corporation's Board of
Directors to utilize any vehicle for increasing rental revenues.

(Return: D-8, p. 4)

The Commissioner properly and reasonably made a series of natural and logical inferences

from the facts of the case.  See, Pollock v. Rapid Industrial Plastics Co., 113 A.D.2d 520, 497

N.Y.S.2d 45, 49 (2nd Dept. 1985).  

Since the Commissioner properly found that there was no demonstration of reliance on the

former policy, the conclusion that there is no equitable basis for granting an MCI rent increase for

the storm window installation is well grounded.  Petitioner's challenge to the latter conclusion is

therefore completely without merit.  

The Commissioner is the trier of fact, and his determination being rationally based in the

record, must not be disturbed by the Court.  As the Court of Appeals held in the classic case Stork

Restaurant v. Boland, 282 N.Y.2d 256, 273-274 (1940):

the duty of weighing the evidence and making the choice rests solely
upon the Board.  The courts may not weigh the evidence or reject the
choice made by the Board where the evidence is conflicting and room
for choice exists.  Cf. National Labor Relations Board v. Waterman
Steamship Corporation, 309 U.S. 206, 60 S. Ct. 493, 84 L.Ed 704
decided unanimously by Supreme Court of U.S., Feb. 12, 1940.

Petitioner's claims as to irregularities in the processing of the its application and alleged due

process violations also are without merit.  None of the objections raised by petitioner relate to the

Commissioner's final order issued September 18, 1987.  Rather, they relate to the prior orders in the

proceeding.  There being no such objection to the current order, any alleged irregularities in the

earlier proceedings must be deemed to have been cured.
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Petitioner claims that the prior determinations were the product of political considerations,

asserting that the case was given an unwarranted preference because it was assigned docket number

12,688 (although its companion case has docket number 7231), and was supposedly decided in a

record 75 days.  However, petitioner neglects to note that, although the second PAR was filed on

August, 12, 1986, the earlier PAR, which involved the exact same issues, was filed on December

30, 1985, ten months before the decisions were rendered in both cases at the end of October, 1986. 

Since the second case involved the identical facts and issues, there was no reason not to determine

it when the earlier case was being handled.  

Furthermore, there is not one shred of evidence in the record that the nature of the final

determination was affected by political pressures.  In the case cited by petitioner, Fox v. City of

Buffalo Zoning Board of Appeals, 60 A.D.2d 991, 401 N.Y.S.2d 619 (4th Dept. 1978), the record

was clear that the zoning board had rescinded a building permit to erect a trailer for use as a duty-free

liquor store because of community pressures.  The record in the case at bar is devoid of such

impermissible considerations.  The letters from politicians simply pressed for an expedited

determination and the response to from the Commissioner merely indicated that he would seek to

expedite the matter.  The circular from City Councilman MacDonald annexed to the Article 78

Petition is nothing more than a self-serving political statement.  There is no evidence that these

politicians demanded or received commitments as to any particular substantive outcome.  Finally

their communications, which are nothing more than the typical response of a legislator to urge an

agency to act, only related to the initial PAR determination, not the final determination issued after

remand by the court below.   Petitioner has not shown any procedural or due process irregularity in

this matter.
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The Commissioner's determination is rational and entitled to judicial affirmance.  Colton v.

Berman, 21 N.Y.2d 322, 287 N.Y.S.2d 647 (1967); Matter of Fresh Meadows Associates v. New

York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, 88 Misc.2d 1003, 390 N.Y.S.2d 351 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co.,

1976), aff'd, 55 A.D.2d 559, 390 N.Y.S.2d 69 (1st Dept. 1976), aff'd, 42 N.Y.2d 925, 397 N.Y.S.2d

1007 (1977);  Mid-State Management Corp. v. New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, 112

A.D.2d 72, 491 N.Y.S.2d 634 (1st Dept. 1985), aff'd, 66 N.Y.2d 1032, 499 N.Y.S.2d 398; Bambeck

and Lukey, v. State Division of Housing and Community Renewal, 129 A.D.2d 51, 517 N.Y.S.2d

130 (1st Dept., 1987).  

CONCLUSION

FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS, THE PETITION SHOULD BE DISMISSED WITH

COSTS.

Dated: Bronx, New York
       February 21, 1989

Respectfully submitted,
DENNIS B. HASHER
Attorney for Respondent
New York State Division of Housing and Commu-
nity Renewal
One Fordham Plaza--4th Floor
Bronx, New York 10458
Tel No. (212) 519-5769

                                  
Richard Hartzman
of Counsel
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